2010
Hero of the Chalice
January 1-3 2010
Brandon Rotary Camp
The Iron Chef Trimaris was held at this event and the winners were Team Fire and Spice,
our own Condessa Carmenetta and her apprentice sister Baroness Brekke. The Secret
ingredient was Lamb shanks, boneless leg and Ribs. We created four main dishes and
three of them had sides. Braised lamb shanks with white wine risotto and roast baby
carrots, Lamb with apricots, golden raisins, toasted pearl barley stew, Fennel seed & rose
water marinated grilled ribs with sautéed apples, fennel and sour cherries, and the last
dish Roasted leg; seasoned with asafetida, black walnuts and pomegranate seeds and
sauce was made with the dripping, more walnuts, pomegranate seeds and juice and
honey. Served with leeks and mushrooms cooked with cardamom and saffron.
Submitted by Condessa Carmenetta

St. Benet’s Feast
January 2, 2010
Lions Club
This year we went back to the pot-luck dinner with the Barony providing the meat. Baron
Rurik smoked pork and beef and Stefanina cooked chicken. There were so many dishes
brought in that it is impossible to name them all. Baroness Ceridwen said that it would
have taken her two overflowing dishes to just taste them. We had a very good turn out of
about 45 people. We were honored by the attendance of the Baron and Baroness of
Oldenfeld Octavo de Flores and Mari Ceildh who graced the high table along with our
Baron and Baroness, Sir Erica and Baroness Mar of Unst. There were several well
decorated tables with the winner being the table where Raynagh, Quaratai, Angus and
Morgana were seated. The bean was found by Aibhilin and was presented with a basket
of beverages, of which she doesn’t drink. She was pleased however and said they make
wonderful gifts. The White Elephant gift exchange was as spirited as usual. Gunther
brought a big bouquet of peacock feathers which was grabbed 1-2-3. Another hot item
was a chain mail shirt JTK made 17 years ago. Before the voting for the Scape Goat, it
was explained to our newer members that this was just for fun and an An Crosaire
tradition for silliness. Maeve said that Alexander had always wanted to be the Baronial
Scape Goat but she insisted that he attend the dinner and was never nominated. She then
nominated Alexander Gallowglass, and he was voted in.
Winter Art/Sci
January 8-10 2010
Brandon Rotary Camp
The event was sponsored this year by the College of Scribes. In spite of the very cold
weather there was a good turn out both in attendance and in entries. We used the new
judging system and apparently it was successful with 13 entries in the Masterwork
category, 12 in the Novice and 6 in Journeyman and 9 Artificer entries. For those not

judging or otherwise occupied Molly and Thalassa initiated Trimaris Runway. People
were given scraps of cloth and told to make gloves, mittens or muffs and they would
walk the runway with their creations. The participants had a great time and came up with
some surprising good work. The runway was held before court to start the fun. Awarded
in court was the Golden Galleon for Madhavi, a Grant of Arms to Quaratai – both had to
be called from the kitchen to receive their awards. Baron Rurik won a Masque, his first
bardic award in the 27 years of performing in the SCA.
Autocrats were HL Finnguala inghean Alister and Lady Thalassa Knossos Hellas.
Feastcrat was Lady Madhavi of Jaisalmer
Hoggetown Medieval Faire
January 30-31 & February 5-7 2010
Alachua County Fair Grounds
Arts & Sciences Steward is Lady Ysabeau Jean-Louise Durant. Heavy Weapons
Coordinator is Lady Caitriona inghean Loinsigh. Light Weapons Coordinator is Master
Roibeard mad Sluaghadhim. Soda Booth coordinator is Stefanina da Lucca.
Demonstration Steward is Catiana de Vannes.
(From the Autocrat) With the exception of our Baron ending up at Shands which Ever
has already posted about, today was a great day at the Faire. Business at the soda booth
was humming when I popped by around Noon. We had a lot of kids coming in and asking
questions about the armor, the Tudor dollhouse. We got watercolor paints, and many kids
sat and painted the bookmarks that were donated to us. Mistress Elfwyn came and
worked on her baskets all day. Countess Dulcia entertained us with a story of Margie's
squirrels in her cleavage at Gulf Wars. And then there was Sir Slug, a ren faire kid who's
real name is DJ. His mom has the Avatars, wands, and walking sticks booth (I think that
is the name of it.) He put on some of the armor, then stood out in front of the booth
hawking for the armor display. I took a short video of it with my camera. I hope it turns
out. Because it will have you rolling on the floor laughing. Fortunately, the rain held off
until after 2:00, then it poured. Which turned out to be a good thing; we got to close up a
bit early as everyone had left. Catiana
I just wanted to personally say, it was a pleasure to work with everyone
who came and helped me at the archery range. I cannot name everyone who was
there but know that I could not have done this project without the help of
everyone who contributed time and energy from being targets, teachers, coaches,
cheerleaders, and gophers, to coordinators, money handlers, and cooks. Yes, being fed is
very important especially when you never leave your post!
Even the kids are a big help from working with people on the line to picking up arrows.
You guys rocked. Without my right hand man and women, Jochi & Aesa and Catriona,
Friday would have been a mess. Thanks for stepping in since I couldn't be there. Cat,
thanks for doing all the personnel coordinating. I am pleased to be a small part of this
team. Your participation made it easy for me to have time to do what I enjoy doing at
Hoggetowne teaching new archers to shoot and teaching the "little ones" to shoot. You
will never smile as much as you will watching the faces of the children as they "manage
to hit their target" and get their pictures taken with someone in armor. Taka and Angus, I

believe you understand this better than anyone as you watched their eyes fire up! (Nope, I
don't mean light up, I mean FIRE up!) So, thanks everyone, for making my work easy
and such a pleasure. And one last bit, thanks Boss. You still continue to find ways to keep
me doing what you "drug me into kicking and screaming" some 15 or so years ago.
It continues to give me great pleasure to help you with your projects and be one of them
in the process! Elf hugs to you all! Mar
St. Valentine’s Massacre
February 26-28, 2010
Florida Bible Camp
From the flyer: “There will be a Heavy weapons tourney and the last war practice before
Gulf Wars Light weapons, Youth Combat, Archery Competition, Bardic Competition,
and a Novice Art/Sci Competition.” Event Stewards Lady Caitriona inghean Loinsigh
and Lady Emer ni Maebdh. Feast prepared by Condessa Castellana Roseia Diez y
Rodrigues and Reservations done by Ragnar of An Crosaire.
There were 127 people attending this event and all seemed to have a good time. There
were 40 Leprechauns with photo faces of members of the Barony scattered over the camp
grounds and the game was to find the most. The happy winner was a very young boy
named Jack who found 23 of them and refused to give them back, all he would say was
“Mine.”
From the Autocrats Lady Caitriona and Lady Emer: We have so many to thank for
this weekend. To Countess Carmenetta, who cooked an AMAZING feast Honorable Lord
Quaratai for providing lunch. Lord Khatagudai for running gate and giving up so much of
his time at the event to do so, not to mention the hours in the freezing cold Friday night
and Saturday morning. Lord Ragnar who ran reservations and also gave up so much of
his time at the event, both at reservations and doing any number of other things, as well
adding calligraphy to all the competition scrolls passed out. Mistress Natalija for drawing
and illuminating every scroll handed out for our competitions. Countess Dulcia for
volunteering to run the Novice Art/Sci as well as serving High Table with such fashion.
To Master Thaalibi for coordinating the classes and. Lady Elizabeth of Middlebrook for
stepping in last minute to run the kumihimo class also to Lady Caitriona Meehan for
running the dancing, Lady Aibhilin, our site herald, Lord Draco, our nastycrat. The
Honorable Lady Kenet for helping us with both youth activities and youth fighting.
Thanks to Kyna for organizing the youth activities and Lady Alienora (also known as
Rhona) for running the youth fighting, Syr Turold for running the heavy weapons, Sir
Subadai for his hard work teaching a marshals class, helping with authorizations, and
staying to clean site, Don Roibeard for running the light weapons, Jochi for running the
archery tournament and creating a wonderful troll for us to shoot at, Baroness Mar for her
work at the archery range and for her wonderful Elfhugs. Also thanks to Mistress Chabi
for running the combat archery; Baron Iain for running the combat archery authorizations
Lord Dunkr for being our booming voice with vehicle parking; Lady Thalassa for the
beautiful hall during feast, and doing any number of things to help out during and after
the event. Valka, who ran leprechaun point Lord Angus and Morgana for making all of
the leprechauns featured in the leprechaun hunt. Lady Stefanina who headed up the cleanup of the kitchen after feast and had it sparkling in record time with her crew! Lady
Elisabet who stepped up and ran water bearing at the event. Becky, Serena, & Kevin for

making the wonderful feast tokens. Una for her help cleaning up site. Wolfmom for her
hard work in the kitchen. Honorable Lady Almaltha for her cheerful banter with Syr
Turold while serving feast. Everyone who served feast, you all were a wonderful delight.
A special thanks to everyone who stayed late to help us clean site. Everything was packed
up, done and shining by 10:30. You all are amazing.
From Baroness Mar: I wanted to say thank you to the folks who came out and
participated at St. Val's this weekend. Jochi Batu did a great job of setting up and running
the range. His wonderful wife provided the target that was used for the competition. We
had a troll to shoot at and there was lots of fun had by all who came down to shoot.
For the morning starting out a bit damp around the edges, we had a great turn out.
Thanks, Jochi. Lady Caitriona and Lady Emer did a great job of auto-crating the event.
Thank you for making it such a wonderful event. Ragnar, you Rock! Thanks for helping
me out with details. You make life easier. Condessa Carmenetta gave us food to drool
over and gobble up. I thoroughly enjoy the removes. Thank you and your cooking staff,
and last but not least, all who served at the feast. Being asked to sit at High Table is
always a plus. Thank you Baron Octavio for the honor of being your dining partner. I
thoroughly enjoyed the meal with you and the visit. We just don't get to do that enough. I
had the pleasure of being coached by and dancing with Baron Octavio de Flores. (Ladies,
he is a wonderful partner on the dance floor and he is very patient. Ask him to dance
sometime!) Thanks to everyone who made my weekend at St. Val's a pleasant event.
Gulf Wars
March 14-21, 2010
King’s Arrow Ranch
Baronial representation being sent to Gulf Wars for the arts competition are: Performance
by Aibhilin inghean Daibhidh “Wulf and Eadwacer”, an Anglo-Saxon poem performed in
Anglo-Saxon; Stuffed Octopus created by Lady Madhavi of Jaisalmer; a Kraglund Tunic
created by HL Signy Ottarsdottir, and Bobbin Lace created by Mistress Ceridwen o
Cahercomauin.
Spring Coronation
March 26-28, 2010
Camp Ocala
The Canton of Mathom Trove and the Kingdom of Trimaris are celebrating the
Coronation of King Thorstenn the Wrong Hand III and Queen Zephyrine De La Maige
III. Event Stewards are Baron Taliesynne Nychymwrh yr Anghyfannedd Llanrhyddlad
and Lady Elizabeth of Middlebrook. Feast Steward is Lady Madhavi of Jaisalmer and
reservations by Mastir Daimhin Cinncaidhe and Baroness Gianetta di Remingio Welser.

THE REIGN OF TRM THORSTENN AND ZEPHYRINE
St. George’s Faire
April 23-25, 2010
Camp Winona

The Canton of Mathom Trove presents St. Georges Faire with the pageantry and drama
of the Crested Helm Prize Tourney and the 8th annual Borgia Memorial Bocce
Tournament. Event Steward Baronesa Ysabela Celestina Manriue de Palma y Majorca
and the feast steward Master Griffyn ap Owain.
Court/Curia
May 4, 2010
There was no court business therefore our Seneschal Lord Vanya was called to report on
the status of our upcoming events. He said that the date available for Michaelmas at
Immokalee was the last weekend of September or in August immediately after Pennsic.
The date in September conflicted with Oldenfelds Harvest but they were willing to share
the date. It was agreed that the September date was the best. He apologized about the date
for St. Val’s in that when he looked at the Kingdom calendar he saw that Feb 14th was
available and had completely forgotten about Hoggetown. The date will be at the end of
February even though it will be a crunch immediately after Hoggetown. This led into a
discussion concerning Hoggetown. Baron Rurik pointed out that we are barely breaking
even with the soda sales. Now that we have had so much competition compiled with the
bad weather for the last three years it is no longer a profitable operation. There was much
discussion and it was proposed by Vanya and Baron Rurik that we give thought to
abandoning the soda sales and have a vote at the next business meeting.
Ragnar is in charge of the Baronial encampment for TMT and he needs to know how
many people intend to camp there so he can request enough space. Since we are having
Baronial pot luck on Saturday we also need to coordinate with Molly concerning the food
people are bringing and how many people intend to participate. Baron Rurik asked what
size pavilion he should bring and it was decided that the 20x20 should be enough. He
also asked if the populace wanted a pavilion at the lyst field, after a yes response he will
be bringing a 12x12 pavilion. Since the Kingdom was unable to secure a site for Art/Sci
it will be held at TMT. Countess Dulcia said that it will be on Sunday and set up will
begin at 7:30 am. She would appreciate a pre-register of anyone who is entering. Baron
Rurik reminded everyone that Mask Laureate will also be held at TMT.
Baroness Ceridwen said that the TMT autocrat had contacted her and requested help,
they need town criers for announcements. Since lunch on Saturday will be a fund raiser
lunch they asked if anyone from the Barony would be interested in providing same. The
general consensus was no. They also requested the use of the Baronial serving dishes.
Baron Rurik said that the order for the Kingdom serving dishes has gone in and if we can
get the coordination from the Kingdom exchequer there is an excellent chance that we
can take the new serving ware to TMT and would not have to loan out ours. There is
enough money left over from the order that we will be able to purchase storage totes to
hold the dishes.
Baron Rurik announced that the new award tokens have come in and passed around a
sample of the Serpents Torque, Cross and Serpent and the Plume Rouge. When we get a
final design for the Serpents Gem and Serpents Coil we will be able to order them from

the same company. The new tokens are very attractive. He also stated that if anyone who
has one of the awards and did not receive a token to contact him about getting one.
For Fall Coronation there will be a need for kitchen help. On Saturday anyone who has
pre registered will be fed, there are no caps but registration must be in by July 26th. There
will be no feast available at the door. Sunday feast is limited to 140 people.
The final discussion was concerning the Baronial thrones. Since we want to keep Lily’s
art work on the back of the chairs it was suggest that we turn them into a table or shields.
It was decided that using one for a table front and the other for a ceremonial shield would
be appropriate.
Submitted by Mistress Natalija Varvara Stoianova

AS XXXXV
Trimaris Memorial Tourney and Summer Art/Sci
May 28-31, 2010
Camp Ocala
Stewarts Lady Branwayna Kavanagh and Lord Corwyn Moray. Feastcrats Lady Sibeal
inghean Mhurchadha and Lord Gavine Kyncade.
The new heirs to the throne art Lorcann an Dubhgall and Graninne igen Anloin Meic
Cerbaill
From their Majesties Thorsteen and Zephyrine: “We would thank Syr Turold for running
Crown Lyst with such true nobility and forbearance – Excellency, this duty was given to
you with very little warning and your dedication to Us and the Dream allowed you to
excel at this daunting task. To the gentle Countess Dulcia, Our minister of the Arts and
Sciences, We send our deepest gratitude. You were tasked with running the Arts and
Sciences Faire in the middle of a large kingdom event and did so with the most profound
efficiency, grace and humor.”
Due to circumstances beyond anyone’s control the Summer Art/Sci event had to be
merged with TMT. This also meant that there were two Laureate competitions to be held.
Baron Rurik and Despotissa Eirene took over the running of these competitions.
In the Art/Sci portion of the event, there were 23 entries, including 8 entrants who had
never entered an art/Sci before.
Business Meeting 6-22-10
Marshal: Caitriona will be in Ireland for the next two weeks and Sir Subadai will be
handling fighter practice. There will be melee practice with Sir Seosaidh and his group.
Archery practice is still happening. There will be no rapier practice for the next two
weeks either, as the Rapier Marshal has other obligations.
Hospitaller: Ysabeau introduced a new visitor who will be joining the Barony. Her name
is Rochelle and she lives in Trenton.

Herald: The Baron again requested badge designs for the Serpents Coil and the Serpents
Gem. There was also a discussion on the personal badge wall hanging and requesting
those who have past devices to plan on painting a token for the hanging. Ysabeau
suggested that we might work on them during the Social Meeting.
Chronicler: Ragnar stated that this was the last day for newsletter submissions. He also
requested that all officers supply him with their deputy’s names so they could be listed.
Art/Sci: Madhavi reported she needed classes for class night. Molly volunteered to teach
making dress forms and Thaalibi will be doing a period gem stone class. Madhavi also
stated she will be painting decorations for 25th year at her home and asked for assistance.
Web Minister: Stefanina stated the domain name has been transferred and we are clean
until November for the renewal. She requested input as to what people wanted on the web
site.
Exchequer: Thalassa reported everything is fine, all balanced.
Chamberlain: Thaalibi found a set of baronial banners, blue with white triskels entwined
with a snake which were buried in the storage room. They will be nice decorations for the
hall. He also stated that we are down to two pop-ups and we should consider purchasing
another as the pop-ups are perfect for gate and water bearing.
Baron and Baroness: Wyvernwood Baronial Investiture is July 10 and we will need a gift
basket for them. We also will need a gift basket for Coronation. Ceridwen would prefer
hand made gifts over store bought if at all possible. Rurik stated that he had talked with
Earl Thomas about the Barony doing a bid for Art/Sci and was informed that the
Seneschal would prefer the smaller groups to bid on the small events and that the
Baronies bid on the large events. Rurik suggested that we put in a bid for TMT right now
as this is the largest money maker. He requested that anyone interested get their group
together and give Vanya the bid.
There are new dates for Michaelmas and St. Val’s as they will be at the new campsite,
Kewanis. The date for Michaelmas will be September 17-19 and St. Vals will be
February 25-27. Kewanis has little in their kitchen and we will need to get an inventory
of what is available. It was decided that a group, headed by Thalassa, visit the site
preferably on July 24 to inventory the kitchen equipment. Molly asked if she could have a
Birthday Party at Michaelmas as that is her birthday and she wants a party
Submitted by Mistress Natalija.
4th Annual Trimarian Olympics
June 25th – 27th, 2010
Norse Horse Arena
Come join the Shire of Amurgorod and the Norse Horse for the Round Four of Trimarian
Olympics. Baronies, Shires, Cantons and Households, Individuals, come see who has
the strongest, fastest, leanest, and meanest team! Games and challenges for all. Come get
wet and dirty with us! Heavy weapons will be under the lights Friday and Saturday night.

Come do archery with Baroness Mar of Unst! Dress for fun: Greek, Roman, Spartan,
Trojan, Arabic, English and Saxon. Remember mud and water does mix!! Medieval
summer wear is OKAY!
I'd like to add my thanks to the Shire of Amurgorod and to Baroness Mar. I had a great
time yesterday, as did Baroness Ceridwen. I had not spent that much time at the range
before, and I had a blast! The variety of shoots really made it interesting. We never get
that kind of distance to shoot at events and I just had to try a couple of distance shots
just to see Baroness Mar, you have always been a great inspiration to archers and have
always worked very hard to make sure others can enjoy themselves. This weekend was
no different and I am very appreciative of all you do! Ceridwen really enjoyed spending
time talking and teaching bobbin lace to those who wanted to learn. It's not very often
either of us gets to just sit and relax and do what we want for a whole day, and we are
very grateful to the Shire of Amurgorod for providing us with that opportunity!
Thanks also to Lord Ragnar for representing the Barony of An Crosaire so well in the
Olympic Games. He won second place in each and every competition and ended up
taking the overall championship! Ceridwen and I have a great time at the event and offer
our thanks and congratulations to Amurgorod for running a fantastic event!
Submitted by Baron Rurik Petrovitch Stoianov

25th year Celebration and Fall Coronation
September 3-6, 2010
Camp Ocala
The Kingdom of Trimaris presents the 25th Anniversary with a Family Reunion. Saturday
Feast will be a grand picnic under pavilions next to the feast hall. We ask anyone who has
a large pavilion to set it up by the feast hall. Tables and chairs will be provided. Sunday
feast (limited to 140) will be a Period East Indian meal by Lady Madhavi! There will also
be the Heavy Weapons Lysts, Rapier Lysts, Archery Competition, Troubadour Laureate
Competition, Artisan's Row, Children's Activities, and much, much more!
The event staff:
Co-Event Steward - Baroness Jana Hauersham
Reservations Steward - Baroness Octavia Columella
Site Herald - Baron Octavio de Flores
Friday Travelers' Feast Steward - Baroness Mairi Ceilidh
Saturday Breakfast Steward - Baroness Ceridwen o Cahercommaun
Saturday Lunch Steward - Baroness Mairi Ceilidh
Saturday Night Feast Steward - Baroness Catherine Russell & Baron Jonush of
al-Rashid
Sunday Breakfast Steward - Lady Ysabeau Jean-Louis Durant
Sunday Lunch Steward - Baroness Dianna Wyndalan of Kidwelly
Sunday Night Feast Steward - Lady Madhavi of Jaisalmer
Gate Steward - Baron Herman vander Brugghe
Children's Activities Steward - Lord Alexander de Valiant
Site Marshal - Baron Arthur d'Urience

Town Square Steward - Sir Segdae Hua Morda
Sunday Night Hall Steward - Lady Thalassa Hellas
Art-Sci Activities Steward - Baroness Jehannette de Lille
Equestrian MIC - Baroness Chiere wreic Maredudd
Sanitation Steward - Master Roibeard Mac Sluaghadhain and the Order of the
White Scarf
Constable staff. Qwazi, Brighten, Shannon, Antonio.
There were over 900 people attending the event, but there was so much
comradely and closeness among the people that it truly became the Family
Reunion we hoped it would. The Town Square was a big success and really
added to the sense of belonging for the entire event.
Rurik Petrovitch Stoianov OL, OPel
Baron of An Crosaire, Trimaris
Event Steward for Trimaris' 25th Anniversary Family Reunion
Thanks to all who attended the archery range whether in service at the range or shooting.
It was fun. Our new King's Huntsman is fairly new to SCA but has stepped up and will be
a fine addition to the folks standing behind the Thrones. Congratulations to Rohan D'
Cruz! Thanks to all the Rangers who attended the Archery and Thrown Weapons. You
make it possible for so many to have an opportunity to enjoy archery, including me!
Thank you to the equestrian community who joined us at the archery range on Sunday
afternoon. That was a treat. If you didn't enjoy this event, count it as your own fault!
There was much to do, see, experience, and enjoy. Thanks to all who helped make this
another wonderful experience for me.
Mar of Unst, Captain of the Rangers
During the last court of TRM Thorstenn and Zephyrine, Their majesties lauded the
worked of the College of Scribes and how proud they are to be able to always present
100% original works for art to award recipients at the time of their award. In recognition,
Their Majesties asked for all of the scribes of Trimaris to rise and be acknowledged with
a great round of applause and a round of Vivats!
Special thanks to the scribal teachers at the event. HL Bres taught a well attended class
on beginning heraldry, HL Gwenllyan presented a class on the introduction to the scribal
arts and HL Ilene offered a class on heraldry for scribes.
A lovely scribe's tea was held in the Lyceum on Sunday. The tea was presented by Baron
Herman and Baroness Jeanette of the Barony of Darkwater. Maol
Court Meeting 9-7-10
Baron Rurik stated that 25th Year went incredibly well considering the logistics of the
event. There were many complements concerning the position of the merchants and
people seemed to like the concept of the merchant’s row as it was nice to walk down the
aisle and shop. Saturdays feast was a success and everyone was fed swiftly considering
there were over 375 to be fed. At one time there were 5 different cooks and their crew in
the kitchen and there was no bloodshed. Madhavi’s feast on Sunday was spectacular, the
atmosphere was exceptional. Madhavi’s friend came from another kingdom again to help
and created a spectacular peacock out of fruit for the Queens pleasure. She actually had to
create it twice as the first time was in a room with a door to small for it to fit through and

had to disassemble it and remake it in the kitchen. Lady Caitriona herded the 20 servers,
who were all in Indian garb. The same crew was responsible for decorating the hall with
hand painted hangings and Indian print cloth. Roibeard and the fencing community
handled the nastycrat crew so well that the camp manager was amazed and said the camp
was cleaner than it ever was. Even though all 5 Baronies were sponsors of the event 1/3
of the staff came from An Crosaire and all Sundays’ food was created by An Crosaire.
Praise was also given to Countess Dulcia for the historical display she put up at 25th year.
It was the best one there and even surpassed the Kingdoms display.
Seneschal Vanya (Josh Morrison) announced that he was unable to continue as Seneschal
due to personal reasons as he felt that he could not dedicate the time required to this duty.
He handed over the Seneschal to his deputy Thaalibi (Ron Charlotte) at this time who
will continue until February when Thalassa will be free to take over.
Mistress Gwennan has volunteered to be the Hoggetown autocrat
Also at Sunday nights feast court was opened and Madhavi received the Trade Winds
Trimaris for the incredible ambiance she and her crew gave to the feast. They put in 3
months preparation painting banners, making decorations, learning the manner of
serving, making costumes and learning the food, all under her tutorage. It was well
deserved.
Thalassa reminded everyone that Michaelmas is in 10 days. This will be a laid back
event, no meetings, and lots of fun and will give us the opportunity to check out Camp
Kiwanis as we are the first to use this camp. It is late period Italian.
Submitted by Mistress Natalija.
Michaelmas
September 24-26 2010
Camp Kiwanis
Baronial awards given in Court
Cross and Serpent to: Jochi Bahtu along with an Award of Arms
Amalie Von Thungen
Dulcia McPherson
Serpents Torque to: Sebastion von Meintze and Elizabeth of An Crosaire
Serpent’s Gem to: Emer ni Maebdh and Gwennan ferch Gwydion o’Ddyved
Serpent’s Coils to: Catriona inghean Ui Loinsigh and Subadai Baavgai
Winner of Captain of the Baronial Guard: Lord Tymm Colbert leGard
Winner of the Baroness’Blade: Lord Aubelet Trapon
Winner of the “Romeo & Juliet Tournament: Lord Daniel Von Hessen
Winner of the Baron’s Bowman: Kathryna atte Hagenes
Many, many thanks to all of you who helped make this Michaelmas an event to
remember! I had a fantastic weekend! The lyst was great fun to watch - more fighters

than last year if I remember right, and very energetic. The "fruit" was a great idea! I
didn't hit anything but the wall :(, but it was really fun to be involved. Thanks to the
Marshal and her staff for scenarios different and enjoyable.
To our Autocrat and her helpers - everything appeared to go very smoothly, thanks to all
of you for your great planning. Loved the puzzles - we should do that more often - it
gives people the chance to catch up, or to get to know one another while working on them
in between other activities. Thanks so much for the attention to our cabin, and for your
dedication to the welcome and comfort of our Noble Cousins.
The archery range is a real plus on this site. I went out to visit it, though I do not shoot
anymore. We had quite a crowd, and all were having a great time. Much thanks to our
Rangers for all their hard work and creativity.
To the Gate and Registration staff - thank you all for giving up huge chunks of your event
so that everyone else could play. We had a good turnout, which kept you all very busy at
times.
To our Kitchen Steward and her crew - wow! The food was terrific all weekend. I was
impressed from Friday night all through the weekend. The food was wonderful, and the
attention to presentation for the casual meals was very attractive. Feast was delicious!
Thanks to all who helped make this event a great success, no matter where, how or when
you helped out. Whether you moved chairs, washed dishes, swept the hall, cleaned your
cabin or someone else's, heralded, or ran errands, You all are the spirit of the Dream
Hugs to all,
Ceridwen
Baronial Sewing Day
12/12/10
Let me be the first to thank Countess Dulcia for a wonderful sewing day. She is a well
prepared and very patient teacher, supplying us with detailed handouts and many
illustrations to make the learning process much easier. Thank you to Roibeard and
Teamhair who got the site for us. We had a great time and accomplished much!
Ceridwen
Gift Workshop
I am just expressing my appreciation to those of you who came out to work on
largesse/gift items, Madhavi, Albreda, Thalassa, Margi, Dunkr and Teamhair. Thank you
all so very much for all your efforts. We got 46 candles dipped, and 10 napkins stenciled.
Many hands do indeed make light work, and we had fun! The next workshop will
probably be one of the weekends between Hoggetown and St. Val’s. We might consider
doing some candles at Hoggetown if we can figure out a controlled and acceptable
looking heat source.
Thanks again and hugs to all,
Ceridwen
Class Night
12/21/10 How to Judge at Art/Sci (aka How to Build a Better Entry)
Hey folks! If you currently enter art/sci or think you might be

interested in giving it a try in the future, you really should take
this class! If you have judged at art/sci in the past or would like
to help with the judging at winter art/sci, you really should take
this class!
Please bring a pen or pencil as you will ACTUALLY be going through the
process of judging an art/sci entry with guidance and discussion!
How can this class help you "build a better entry"? Simple - by
understanding what judges are looking at/for, how they look at those
things, and why they look for/at them, you will be able to tailor your
documentation (and even your entry and display) to make it better and
easier to judge. This really does help your entry score well and
improves your art/sci experience!
See you all tonight!
Dulcia
__._,_.___

Kingdom of Trimaris Local Historian’s Quarterly Report
Quarterly reports are due before these dates:
First Quarter May 1 ~ Second Quarter August 1
Third Quarter November 1 ~ Fourth Quarter/Doomsday February 1
In order to fill in your history report you might have to consult other officers in your local group.
Sent copy to Kingdom Historian and your local Seneschal. Email: historian@trimaris.org
You may continue on the separate sheet of paper as needed or just expand e-file.

Local Group Name: _Barony of
AnCrosaire___________________________________________________
Quarter and Year: _Third Quarter
2010_______________________________________________________
Date: _October 28,
2010__________________________________________________________________
Historian’s SCA Name: __Mistress Natalija Varvara
Stoianova____________________________________
Mundane Name: __Barbara
Franke__________________________________________________________
Contact Info: Email: _tashavs@cox.net__________________________ Phone: 352-3678262_________
SCA Membership No._018049__________________ Expiration: __11-302011______________________
Expiration of your Historian’s Warrant, if not warranted contact Kingdom Historian: _not
warrented______
Deputies Names: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
History Web Site URL for your Group: _____________________________________________________

Events Hosted This Quarter: You can report additional events on a separate sheet of paper.
For email reports, you can cut and paste the basic information below back into your document for each
event held this quarter and then fill in the information on each event.
Name of event: __Michaelmas Moot______________________________________________________
Date: _September 24-26, 2010___________________________________________________________
Location: __Camp Kiwanis_____________________________________________________________
Staff:_ Autocrat: Lady Thalassa Hellas;
Feastcrat: Lady Ysabeau J. L. Durant;
Reservations: Maistir Roibeard mac Sluaghadhain____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Tourney Winners: Romeo & Juliet Tournament Lord Daniel von Hessen, Best Lamentation by consort
Lady Cecilia D’Este.
Light Weapons Tournament Lord Aubelet Trapon;
Captain of the Baronial Guard Heavy Weapons Tourney:
Lord Tymm Colbert le Gard;
Romeo & Juliet Archery Shoot Kateryna ate Hagenes
Activities at Event: _Thalassa brought a number of children’s games to the event which was a great hit
with everyone. She also put out two puzzles Friday night that apparently no one could pass without
stopping to add a piece or two. Saturday our heavy weapons fighters participated in a “Street Brawl”
melee and the audience threw “fruit” (water filled balloons) at the fighters. Since it was a hot day the
water bath was actually welcomed by the fighters. There was a Bocci Tournament after the Romeo &
Juliet Dueling Tournament. Later Saturday night a Bardic Circle was
held.__________________________________________________________________
Court - Names of Crown: _Baron Rurik Petrovitch Stoianov and Baroness Ceridwen o Cahercommaun__
Awards given: _House of the Serpents Torque given to Lord Aubelet Trapon; Sebastian von Meintze and
Elizabeth. The Cross and Serpent was given to Countess Dulcisa MacPherson and HL Amalthea von
Thungen. The Serpents Gem was awarded to Lady Emer ni Maebdh and Baroness Gwennan ferch
Gwydion O’Ddyved. The Serpents Coil was awarded to Lady Caitriona inghean ui Loinsigh and Sir
Subadai Baavgai Bahadur. A House of the Serpents Torque with an Award of Arms was given to Jochi
Batu_____________________________________________

Awards received by group members at other events:
Name: _Thalassa Hellas_________________________________________________________________
Award: _Grant of Arms______________________________Date: _10-23-10_______________________
Event Received: Siege of St. Martins Shrine_________ ______________________________________
Name: _Caitriona inghean ui Loinsighe _________________________________________________
Award: Lion d’Or___________________________________Date: _10-23-10______________________
Event Received: _Siege of St. Martins Shrine_________________________________________________

Name: _______________________________________________________________________________
Award: ___________________________________________Date: _______________________________
Event Received:
________________________________________________________________________
Other Activities & Dates: meetings classes, baronial investitures, bardic, sewing circles, revels, tourneys,
participation in Art-Sci Faire, etc. Meetings are held every Tuesday with a class meeting on the third
Tuesday. The members of the Barony participated in the 25th Anniversary Event, with 1/3 of the staff
coming from the Barony and all Sunday’s feastcrats were from the Barony.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_
Historian’s Property You Hold for Your Group: scrapbooks, t-shirts, newsletters, etc. You don’t have to
count every single item just a general list.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Photos: You may email copies any pictures for the Kingdom Historian’s Scrapbook.
Comments, Questions & Suggestions: ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you.
Trimaris Kingdom Historian’s Office
Mailing list for Trimaris Chroniclers, Historians, Webministers, & Librarians:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/TrimarisChroniclers/

